
bottle bristle kettle castle

giggle jungle struggle jingle

bubble double durable incurable

circle icicle muscle tricycle



dawdle meddle skedaddle doodle

knuckle sparkle wrinkle sprinkle

drizzle fizzle muzzle sizzle

baffle shuffle truffle waffle



bubble little trouble vehicle

metal accidental instrumental animal

survival label kernel shrivel

nickel squirrel quarrel example



1. Go to the next page in your word work section.
2. Write the date.
3. Look at the words.
4. You will be sorting your words into 3 categories.
5. Divide your paper into 3 sections.
6. Write the rules on your paper.
7. Write the words in each category.
8. Highlight the letters that show the category.
9. Add one word to each category.

bubble
metal
nickel
animal

trouble
kernel
shrivel
example

label
little
middle
survival

vehicle
accidental
instrumental
quarrel



1. Go to the next page in your word work section.
2. Write the date.
3. Look at the words.
4. You will be sorting your words into 4 categories.
5. Divide your paper into 4 sections.
6. Write the rules on your paper.
7. Write four words in each category.
8. Highlight the letters that show the category.
9. Add one word to each category.

jingle
durable
incurable
tricycle

double
circle
kettle
castle

bristle
jungle
struggle
muscle

bottle
giggle
bubble
icicle



1. Go to the next page in your word work section.
2. Write the date.
3. Look at the words.
4. You will be sorting your words into 4 categories.
5. Divide your paper into 4 sections.
6. Write the rules on your paper.
7. Write four words in each category.
8. Highlight the letters that show the category.
9. Add one word to each category.

waffle
sprinkle
fizzle
skedaddle

doodle
wrinkle
handle
truffle

shuffle
sizzle
muzzle
knuckle

dawdle
sparkle
drizzle
baffle



1. Go to the next page in your word work section.
2. Write the date.
3. Look at the words.
4. You will be sorting your words into 3 categories.
5. Divide your paper into 3 sections.
6. Write the rules on your paper.
7. Write the words in each category.
8. Highlight the letters that show the category.
9. Add one word to each category.

bubble
metal
nickel
animal

trouble
kernel
shrivel
example

label
little
middle
survival

vehicle
accidental
instrumental
quarrel



1. Go to the next page in your word work section.
2. Write the date.
3. Look at the words.
4. You will be sorting your words into 4 categories.
5. Divide your paper into 4 sections.
6. Write the rules on your paper.
7. Write four words in each category.
8. Highlight the letters that show the category.
9. Add one word to each category.

jingle
durable
incurable
tricycle

double
circle
kettle
castle

bristle
jungle
struggle
muscle

bottle
giggle
bubble
icicle



1. Go to the next page in your word work section.
2. Write the date.
3. Look at the words.
4. You will be sorting your words into 4 categories.
5. Divide your paper into 4 sections.
6. Write the rules on your paper.
7. Write four words in each category.
8. Highlight the letters that show the category.
9. Add one word to each category.

waffle
sprinkle
fizzle
skedaddle

doodle
wrinkle
handle
truffle

shuffle
sizzle
muzzle
knuckle

dawdle
sparkle
drizzle
baffle



Name:

fossel fossil fossal
(a dinosaur footprint)

equil  equel equal
(the same)

total  totel  totil
(the whole amount)

hospitel hospitil hospital
(where you go when you are hurt)

travel travil  travle
(to go different places)

special speciel specile
(unique)

novil  novel noval
(a book)

lable labal  label
(a sticker with a name)

principel principle principal
(the person who leads our school)

ankle ankel ankal
(part of your body)

Find the Right Fit

Name:

fossel fossil fossal
(a dinosaur footprint)

equil  equel equal
(the same)

total  totel  totil
(the whole amount)

hospitel hospitil hospital
(where you go when you are hurt)

travel travil  travle
(to go different places)

special speciel specile
(unique)

novil  novel noval
(a book)

lable labal  label
(a sticker with a name)

principel principle principal
(the person who leads our school)

ankle ankel ankal
(part of your body)

Find the Right Fit



Name:

tunnel tunnal tunnil
(hole through the ground)

angel angal angle
(a math word)

corel  coral  corle
(a reef)

eagel eagal eagle
(the bird)

cancal cancel cancle
(to stop)

signal signle signel
(an action or sound)

puzzel puzzle puzzal
(a game or challenge)

whistel whistal whistle
(a sound)

jumble jumbal jumbel
(to mix up)

medle medel medal
(a prize)

Find the Right Fit

Name:

tunnel tunnal tunnil
(hole through the ground)

angel angal angle
(a math word)

corel  coral  corle
(a reef)

eagel eagal eagle
(the bird)

cancal cancel cancle
(to stop)

signal signle signel
(an action or sound)

puzzel puzzle puzzal
(a game or challenge)

whistel whistal whistle
(a sound)

jumble jumbal jumbel
(to mix up)

medle medel medal
(a prize)

Find the Right Fit



Name:

parallal  parallel  parallele
(lines)

decimal  decimle  decimel
(period in a number)

vowle  vowal  vowel
(a, e, i, o, u)

criticel  critical  criticle
(important)

flammable   flammabal   flammabil
(can catch fire)

potential    potentiel    potentiele
(what is possible)

journle  journal    journel
(to write in)

abnormel  abormal     abnormle
(different)

reversibal  reversible     reversible
(can change)

mineral  minerle  minerel  
(a diamond or quartz)

Find the Right Fit
Name:

parallal  parallel  parallele
(lines)

decimal  decimle  decimel
(period in a number)

vowle  vowal  vowel
(a, e, i, o, u)

criticel  critical  criticle
(important)

flammable   flammabal   flammabil
(can catch fire)

potential    potentiel    potentiele
(what is possible)

journle  journal    journel
(to write in)

abnormel  abormal     abnormle
(different)

reversibal  reversible     reversible
(can change)

mineral  minerle  minerel  
(a diamond or quartz)

Find the Right Fit
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